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RAW Collection
In the RAW series of Tabriz tile concept, there is a ceramic with the inspiration of urban modern design 
and the process of contemporary architecture. The raw series includes two designs. mix and light, 
which are offered in several different faces with different sizes to maximize freedom of action in the 
layout of surfaces for the designers.
This ceramic has a concrete-look that reinterpret the appeal of worn surfaces, in a perfect balance 
between the past and the present. A ceramic that has a character of both elegance and industrial.

This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & 
floors, outdoor areas, facades and bathrooms.

RAW reflects the chromatic and structural interpretation of crude cement and flaky gypsum.
The large size makes the RAW series ideal for covering large areas and for exhibitions and reception 
areas. Also, in the use of interior decoration, due to having colors with high harmony, it will be a 
complement to any type of design.



RAW Light RAW Mix

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in
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Sproduct Sizes

General Features

Each design has 7
different faces



RAW Light 

RAW Mix

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

RAW Light RL 120x120 120x120 cm Matte7 13 mm

RL 80x160 80x160 cm Matte7 13 mm

RL 95x95 95x95 cm Matte7 13 mm



RAW Light 



RAW Light



RAW Mix



WIDE Collection

The WIDE series includes four designs: Black, Gray, Sand and Blanco that each come in Four different 
faces with different sizes to give the designers the most freedom of action in the layout of the 
surfaces.
The large dimensions of TTC ceramics are ideally suited for covering large areas. WIDE series due to 
having colors with high harmony, will complement any design in interior decoration.
This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm and it’s suitable for indoor 
environments, outdoor environments, facades and toilets.
The dimensions of the tiles are 80x160 - 120x120 and 95x95.

In the WIDE series of the Tabriz Tile Concept Collection, a stone slab with small spots and scratches 
and uniform color can be felt.  A minimalist and simple design that is modern at the same time.
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Special Features

Sutibale For Use in
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WIDE Black

WIDE Gray

WIDE Black

WIDE Gray

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

WBL 120x120 120x120 cm Matte4 13 mm

WBL 80x160 80x160 cm Matte4 13 mm

WBL 95x95 95x95 cm Matte4 13 mm



WIDE Gray

WIDE Gray



WIDE Gray



WIDE Sand

WIDE Blanco

WIDE Sand

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

WIDE Blanco

WBL 120x120 120x120 cm Matte4 13 mm

WBL 80x160 80x160 cm Matte4 13 mm

WBL 95x95 95x95 cm Matte4 13 mm



WIDE Sand

WIDE Sand



WIDE Blanco

WIDE Sand



METAL Collection

The large dimensions of TTC ceramics are ideally suited 
for covering large areas.

In the METAL series, the Tabriz Tile Concept Collection, 
the sense of oxidized and unpaid metals has been used. 
This design with colors close to black and white are 
combined with many modern decorations and create a 
good harmony. The Metal series includes two black and 
silver that each come in Four different faces with different 
sizes to give the designers the most freedom of action in 
the layout of the surfaces.

This product has a matte appearance and with a 
thickness of 13 mm and it’s suitable for indoor 
environments, outdoor environments, facades and toilets.
The dimensions of the tiles are 80x160 - 120x120 and 
95x95.





METAL Black METAL Silver 

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in
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General Features

Each design has 4
different faces



METAL Black

METAL Silver

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

METAL Black MB 120x120 120x120 cm Matte4 13 mm

MB 80x160 80x160 cm Matte4 13 mm

MB 95x95 95x95 cm Matte4 13 mm

METAL Silver



METAL Black



METAL Silver

METAL Silver



STONE Collection

This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for 
indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, facades and bathrooms.

The large size makes the STONE series ideal for covering large areas and for 
exhibitions and reception areas. Also, in the use of interior decoration, due to having 
colors with high harmony, it will be a complement to any type of design.

The stone series comes in black and silver and it gives the ceramic tiles inspired by 
them a unique personality and a bold character.
Tabriz tile concept uses the best production technologies, which means that we are 
able to reproduce with, extraordinary accuracy, the aesthetic detail as well as the 
materic strength of the natural stone. Therefore, it is possible to merge the charm of 
the stone with the exceptional resistance-qualities and ease of maintenance of 
porcelain stoneware.

In the stone  series of tabriz tile concept, The charm of ancient stone, fashioned and 
polished by the passage of time and people, are united with a contemporary and 
innovative interpretation.
Typical veins, grainy and irregular textures, natural nuances of stone combine with the 
resistance of porcelain stoneware in a collection of versatile and elegant floor and 
wall tiles, suitable for the installation in both indoors and outdoors.





STONE Black STONE Grey 

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in
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General Features

Each design has 4
different faces



STONE Black

STONE Black

STONE Grey

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

STONE Grey

SG 120x120 120x120 cm Matte4 13 mm

SG 80x160 80x160 cm Matte4 13 mm

SG 95x95 95x95 cm Matte4 13 mm



STONE Black



STONE Grey



Special Features

Sutibale For Use in

160x80

120x120

95x95

Sproduct Sizes

General Features

STATUARIO vaneto

Inspired by some of the world’s most elegant marbles  that delivers the intricacies of Italian marble in a functional and highly 
versatile form. Incredible durability is provided within a non-slip, scratch-resistant surface, making Stone Sense ideal for 
installation in residential or public spaces, even where heavy traffic is expected. 
this innovative material can be laid on both floors and walls to create an expansive, continuous marble surface. It is also the 
perfect complement to other materials such as stone, wood and concrete. 
Smoky black veining contrasts with soft grey hues in this sophisticated Arabescato tile.
this light and glossy rectangular design can be used to add chromatic interest to your space
 The striking variations in pattern and colour between individual tiles let you create a truly bespoke effect. 
The large size makes the Statuario vaneto ideal for covering large areas and for exhibitions and reception areas. Also, in the use 
of interior decoration, due to having colors with high harmony, it will be a complement to any type of design.
This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, 
facades and bathrooms.



NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

STATUARIO vaneto SV 120x120 120x120 cm Polished2 13 mm

SV 80x160 80x160 cm Polished2 13 mm

SV 95x95 95x95 cm Polished2 13 mm

STATUARIO vaneto



CALCATTA Gold

This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, 
facades and bathrooms.

Calacatta Gold is an exclusive white marble with deep gray veining and occasional taupe/gold highlights. Its sophisticated and 
elegant appearance has graced beautiful homes for centuries.

The large size makes the Calacatta Gold ideal for covering large areas and for exhibitions and reception areas. Also, in the use of 
interior decoration, due to having colors with high harmony, it will be a complement to any type of design.

With calmer and warmer golden beige veins the Calacatta gold porcelain floor tile offers an alternate white marble effect look 
for those not wanting the traditional grey veined tile. As a design colour beige is often described as a relaxing colour, neutral to 
it’s surrounding, combine this with the beautiful natural marble inspired vein patterns and you get a fusion of modern colour and 
a classic looking floor. Marble has been the inspiration for interior floor tiles for as long as we have tiled floors, but the use of real 
marble can be fraught with difficulties.

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in

160x80

120x120

95x95

Sproduct Sizes

General Features



CALCATTA Gold

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

CALCATTA gold CG 120x120 120x120 cm Polished8 13 mm

CG 80x160 80x160 cm Polished8 13 mm

CG 95x95 95x95 cm Polished8 13 mm



COVELANO

covelano is a gorgeous and multi functional ceramic and porcelain wall and floor tile series that offers bright whites and 
beautiful graphics resembling Italian marble.
Marble is a cultural symbol of tradition and refined taste. Soft yet durable, white marble is still the material of choice for stone 
sculpting. Noble and opulent, marble reacts to its environment and daily use as to record the passage of time.

The large size makes the Covelano Ceramic Tiles ideal for covering large areas and for exhibitions and reception areas. Also, in 
the use of interior decoration, due to having colors with high harmony, it will be a complement to any type of design.
This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, 
facades and bathrooms.

A series of brilliant white stone looks with the ease and durability of porcelain tiles.

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in

160x80

120x120

95x95

Sproduct Sizes

General Features



NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

COVELANO CV 120x120 120x120 cm Matte6 13 mm

CV 80x160 80x160 cm Polished6 13 mm

CV 95x95 95x95 cm Polished6 13 mm

COVELANO



PRESTIGIO Collection

It is one of the most exquisite form of stones that are 
available in the mineral world. With it’s variety of color 
range and diaphanous texture Prestigio tiles adds to your 
home, workplace or anyplace you want. It is very 
fashionable now for interior design purposes. Just 
keeping it in your room will instantly create a peaceful 
ambience.

For centuries Prestigio tiles have been popular for the 
antique value associated with it.

The various colors in the tiles are naturally blended and 
produce a rich balance of white, black, green and various 
shades of colors. Each tiles are unique in their size, shape 
and characterstics. Your living space matters and 
Prestigio tiles make whether it’s your bathroom, living 
room or kitchen glow in the purest lights available.
The elegance of the tiles makes your living place a home 
of antiques.



PRESTIGIO Blanco

PRESTIGIO Beige

PRESTIGIO grey

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in

160x80
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Sproduct Sizes

General Features



PRESTIGIO Blanco

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

PB 120x120 120x120 cm Matte5 13 mm

PB 80x160 80x160 cm Matte5 13 mm

PB 95x95 95x95 cm Matte5 13 mm

PRESTIGIO Blanco

PRESTIGIO Blanco



PRESTIGIO Grey

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

PG 120x120 120x120 cm Matte5 13 mm

PG 80x160 80x160 cm Matte5 13 mm

PG 95x95 95x95 cm Matte5 13 mm

PRESTIGIO Grey

PBG 120x120 120x120 cm Matte5 13 mm

PBG 80x160 80x160 cm Matte5 13 mm

PBG 95x95 95x95 cm Matte5 13 mm

PRESTIGIO Beige

PRESTIGIO Beige



PRESTIGIO Blanco



PRESTIGIO Beige

PRESTIGIO Grey



PAONAZZETO

Nothing Says luxury like timeless Italian marble combined with brass trims.

Paonazzeto is an Italian marble with classic brecciated features, an invory-white background and veins that travel the spectrum 
from black to golden.

Marble look porcelain tiles combine the durability and low maintenance of porcelain tile with the elegance and timeless beauty 
of natural marble stone. Combine the best of both worlds without the high maintenance, sealing and wear of tear of natural 
stone by installing porcelain tile.

The Paonazzeto Marble Look Tile is a rectified gloss glazed porcelain made in Spain and is perfectly suited for any indoor or 
outdoor residential or commercial floor or wall application.

This product has a Polished appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, 
facades and bathrooms.

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in

160x80

120x120

95x95

Sproduct Sizes

General Features



PAONAZZETO

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

PAONAZZETO PZ 120x120 120x120 cm Polished5 13 mm

PZ 80x160 80x160 cm Polished5 13 mm

PZ 95x95 95x95 cm Polished5 13 mm



SANTABA

Black & Gold marble incorporates black, brown and gold for statement houses. Ideal for bathrooms, floors and walls, its intense 
golden veins set against night black result in visual magic. Honed and polished, rich and unique; it’s where natural stone and chic 
are ultimate companions. In a word: Stunning.
Offering sophistication and the right amount of mystery, black is often the key ingredient to an unforgettable space. Black tile 
adds a sense of drama and timeless beauty to any space. They help create monochromatic interior that serves an excellent 
base for easily choosing supplements and experimenting with textures and structures.

This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, 
facades and bathrooms.

The large size makes the SANTABA series ideal for covering large areas and for exhibitions and reception areas. Also, in the use 
of interior decoration, due to having colors with high harmony, it will be a complement to any type of design.

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in
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Sproduct Sizes

General Features



SANTABA

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

SANTABA ST 120x120 120x120 cm Polished5 13 mm

ST 80x160 80x160 cm Polished5 13 mm

ST 95x95 95x95 cm Polished5 13 mm



SAHARA Noir

Turn your home into a stylish oasis with a touch of luxury and indulgence with the bold beauty of black porcelain tiles. The 
delicate veining and authentic detail makes the Sahara Noir the perfect design for achieving sophisticated interiors, both on the 
wall and floors.

Nothing is more intriguing than black, yet the extraordinary veins are what make this ultra-refined product so precious and 
recognisable. It is available in innovative sizes. The pale, sometimes white streaks give Sahara Noir subtle games of lights and 
shadows, which are made all the more intense and evident by the satin or polished finishings. Its presence designs rooms with 
impeccable taste and rare elegance.

This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, 
facades and bathrooms.

The large size makes the SAHARA Noir Ceramic Tiles ideal for covering large areas and for exhibitions and reception areas. 
Also, in the use of interior decoration, due to having colors with high harmony, it will be a complement to any type of design.

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in

160x80

120x120

95x95

Sproduct Sizes

General Features



SAHARA Noir

NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

SAHARA Noir SN 120x120 120x120 cm Polished5 13 mm

SN 80x160 80x160 cm Polished5 13 mm

SN 95x95 95x95 cm Polished5 13 mm



LABRADORITE

Labradorite is a popular decorative stone because of its labradorescence, which creates a dazzling optical phenomenon of a 
purple to deep blue sheen that shimmers in the light. they  offer a stunning rainbow of bright peacock blue (very common), 
purple flashes of golden yellow as well as the deeper less flashy colors such as gray, black and grayish blue.

Labradorite is a new slab in the Tabriz tile concept collection, the texture of which is inspired by the precious stone of the same 
name.

A polished finish enhances the surface, for a unique and precious material is particularly suited for the decoration of luxury 
spaces, stores  floors and walls Also, in the use of interior decoration, due to having colors with high harmony, it will be a 
complement to any type of design.
This product has a matte appearance and with a thickness of 13 mm, it is suitable for indoor Wall & floors, outdoor areas, 
facades and bathrooms.

Special Features

Sutibale For Use in

160x80

120x120

95x95

Sproduct Sizes

General Features



NAME CODE SIZE FACE FINISH THICKNESS

LABRADORITE LB 120x120 120x120 cm Polished8 13 mm

LB 80x160 80x160 cm Polished8 13 mm

LB 95x95 95x95 cm Polished8 13 mm

LABRADORITE






